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Abstract
We applied machine learning-based automated text scoring
techniques to provide immediate feedback to students who
are writing scientific arguments as part of their classroom activities. Based on previously collected and hand-scored student responses, the scoring models were trained and validated
for scientific argumentation tasks requiring constructed responses. In so doing, the c-rater-ML engine extracted a set of
feature variables from the hand-scored student responses.
Empirical studies showed that most students actively interacted with the feedback by making revisions. When students
made revisions, their scientific argument scores tended to increase significantly.

Research Background
Providing immediate feedback on individual students’ short
written responses used to be considered time-consuming
and impractical for classroom applications (Gibbs & Simpson, 2004). However, the rapidly-developing automated
scoring techniques in recent years make it possible to process student responses in real time. Powerful automated
scoring engines equipped with properly-validated scoring
models have the ability to provide machine scores with the
quality comparable to human raters and with reduced errors
and biases (Williamson, Xi, & Breyer, 2012; Zhang, 2013).
In learning and testing, the recent decades witnessed the
applications of automated scoring in various domains, such
as English, Mathematics, and Science, for the purpose of
evaluating writing quality, written content, and speech (e.g.,
Burstein & Marcu, 2002; Sukkarieh & Blackmore, 2009;
Higgins, Zechner, Xi, & Williamson, 2011). However, limited studies focused on leveraging the power of automated
scoring on providing immediate feedback for constructed
response items in real-world classroom settings. Many existing studies are often constrained by the simplified scoring
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rubrics (only generating feedback on correct/incorrect instead of multi-level scores), or by the length of the responses
that can be processed.
This work was based on an automated scoring engine, crater-ML (Heilman & Madnani, 2013) adopted to process
students’ written scientific arguments as part of writing
tasks in a climate change curriculum for secondary school
students. Multi-level scoring rubrics were enacted, and the
immediate feedback system utilized the automated scores so
that feedback is appropriate in addressing shortcomings associated with each score. A series of studies were conducted
to explore how students reacted to the automated scoring
and feedback as well as to investigate the impact of the automated feedback on the improvement in student arguments
after revisions.

Automated Feedback and High-Adventure
Science
This study was carried out when students learned one of
the High-Adventure Science (HAS) interactive online
modules developed by the Concord Consortium, the automated scoring and feedback version of the “What is the future of Earth’s Climate?” module (climate change module
hereafter, https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/476/).
This learning module was designed based on the concepts
of using authentic science practices in classrooms (Chinn
& Malhotra, 2002; Lee & Songer, 2003) for the learning of
scientific argumentation, and integrated scientific narratives, figures and graphs, as well as interactive simulations
(the screen shot of one of the argumentation tasks is in Figure 1). The climate change module addresses how factors
such as greenhouse gases, ocean, sea ice, and human activities can impact the Earth’s future climate.

This module consisted of six one hour long activities with
a total number of eight scientific argumentation writing task
blocks. Each argumentation block follows a unique scientific investigation context and contains a set of four items to
elicit students’ written arguments: claim, explanation, uncertainty rating, and uncertainty attribution (Lee et al., 2014).
Among these four, claim and uncertainty rating are multiple-choice items, and the other two are constructed response
items. The four-item design of the scientific argumentation
block was based on the studies that emphasized the importance of not only putting together scientific claims justified by data and reasoning but also considering uncertainty
of the evidence-based claims due to the limitations of the
investigation context (Buck, Lee, & Flores, 2014; Manz,
2015). The uncertainty-infused scientific argumentation assessment framework covers evaluations on both the abilities
to make claims and the ability to evaluate the uncertainty of
the claims.

(Mao et al., 2018). The automated scoring models using the
c-rater-ML engine were then trained and validated using
feature variable extracted from the human scored responses,
which adopted the support vector regression model (Smola
& Schölkopf, 2004). Satisfactory c-rater-ML models were
developed with high agreement with the human scores
(more details on the model performance can be found in Zhu
et al., 2017). The feedback was then developed based on the
detailed rubric and the different score levels.

Figure 2. Screen shot of scores and feedback to the uncertaintyinfused scientific argument block.
Figure 1. Screen shot of one scientific argumentation task.

Data Collection and Findings

Since the uncertainty-infused scientific argument blocks
only yield two constructed responses from students on the
explanation of the claim (scored on a 7-point scale ranging
from 0 to 6) and the uncertainty attribution (scored on a 5point scale ranging from 0 to 4). Therefore, these two items
were automatically scored. Based on these scores, feedback
statements were provided (see Figure 2). For the eight argumentation blocks, there are 16 constructed response items,
and automated scoring models were built for each item. Response data were collected from 1,180 students, which were
then scored by multiple domain experts based on the rubrics

For this study, two rounds of data collections were conducted. The first round included 183 students from 11 classes at three high schools, and the second round included 374
students from 22 classes at eight schools in the United
States. The climate module was integrated with classroom
teaching. Since the climate module was delivered online, all
student responses and activities were recorded with
timestamps by the curriculum server. From the log data, we
collected information on the scores of student responses as
well as how students interacted with the automated feedback.

On the tendency of making revisions, for data from the
first round dataset, 77% of 183 students made revisions to at
least one argumentation block in the climate module, and
89% of the 374 students revised in the second round dataset.
Further analyses on the subset of students who made revisions showed that there were significant increases on the final scores compared with the initial scores for both rounds
of datasets (for the first dataset 𝑀"#" = 5.20, 𝑆𝐷"#" =
1.81, 𝑀."#/0 = 5.84, 𝑆𝐷."#/0 = 1.95, 𝑡(136) =
−11.41, 𝑝 < .01; for second dataset 𝑀"#" = 5.90, 𝑆𝐷"#" =
1.22, 𝑀."#/0 = 6.75, 𝑆𝐷."#/0 = 1.11, 𝑡(333) = 22.47, 𝑝 <
.001).
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